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Literature is human's expression. Almost all human's lives have been written in literature and one media of human expression is novel. Novel is interesting to be analyzed, because we usually find many aspects of life in it. One of the famous novel author’s is Agatha Christie who is known as The Queen of crime.

In this study, the researcher of the thesis is interested in analyze “Hallowe’en Party” novel written by Agatha Christie. This study analyzed Hercule Poirot's reasons to reveal the murder, the ways of Hercule Poirot in revealing the murder and the result of revealing the murder by Hercule Poirot.

The purposes of this research are to know Hercule Poirot's reasons to reveal the murder, to know Hercule Poirot's ways in revealing the murder and to know the result of revealing the murder.

In analyzing this novel the researcher used descriptive methods because she analyzed this novel descriptively and the technique used is library research that consist of literary books, novels and books relevant with topic. Besides, the researcher used the objective approach because this analysis concerned with the object, Agatha Christie's work only. The objects of the study are the whole events in form of paragraphs and dialogs in the novel "Hallowe'en Party" written by Agatha Christie.

Poirot’s reasons to reveal the murder are: (1) Mrs. Ariadne Oliver's request and (2) for publics interest. And the ways done by Poirot to reveal the murder are; (1) Asking detailed information about the victim characters, (2) Asking for superintendent Spence's help, (3) Coming to the place where the murder happened, (4) Interviewing Joyce's young brother Leopold, (5) Interviewing Joyce's sister Ann, (6) Searching for information about unusual or unexpected deaths, (7) Interviewing Miss. Emlyn as Joyce's head-mistress, (8) Interviewing Miss. Elizabeth Whittaker as Joyce's teacher, (9) Asking information to Miranda as Joyce’s close friend, (10) Interviewing Michael Garfield about an au-pair girl, (11) Getting information from Olga Seminoff's letters, (12) Hercule Poirot analyzed all the information he got. Finally, it is concluded that Poirot succeeded in revealing the murder that happened in Hallowe’en Party.
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The society consists of certain groups that are classified based on the various reasons. Each group has their own field and goal in communication. Therefore, they create and choose the appropriate language in order to ease the communication.
This study is intended to investigate the language used by the employees of shoe company Artisanjaya Internusa Makmur Malang. More specifically this study is focused on the English registers used by the employees of the shoe company Artisan Jaya Internusa Makmur in Malang, the meanings of those English registers and the reasons why they use the registers in their occupation.

This study used descriptive qualitative design because it was intended to describe the phenomenon about the English registers used by the employees of shoe company Artisanjaya Internusa Makmur Malang. The object and subject of study were the English registers and the employees of two departments: production and official staff. To collect the data, the researcher used structured interview, observation and documentary. By applying snowball technique, the data were compiled by three employees. The data were analyzed by identifying the kind of the English registers and the reason of using the registers based on the result of checklist observation and structured interview. Then, the meaning of the register was taken from interview and documentary.

The result of this research shows that the employees of shoe company Artisan Jaya Internusa Makmur Malang used two kinds of register: formal register and informal register. There were 142 formal registers and four informal registers. Further, the meanings of the English registers were obtained from the informants and the document and It was also found that there were three main reasons why they used the English registers. First, it made the communication run easier and simpler because it could be used as the information media practically, it could make the discourse understandable by the listeners and it shortened the interlocution. Second, the English registers could show the identity of the employees as the persons who were advanced in shoe industry. Last, the employees were accustomed to using the English registers as their medium in communication in the shoe company.